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Welcome
Welcome to the third issue of ‘Modelling Times’, an occasional publication designed to keep our
customers up to date with new products and other developments. For more information on any of our
products, please visit our website or call us to discuss your requirements in more detail.

URO Goes Metallic!
Newclay Products has launched metallic-effect URO
bars in gold, sliver and bronze varieties.

[As far as we know], Newclay’s heat setting
modelling material, URO, is the only polymer clay
manufactured in the UK. URO is gaining popularity
and respect in the polymer clay community as (we
are told) it is easier
to use and better
value than its more
well-known rivals.
URO is manufactured in 27 colours including
fluorescent and the new metallic-effect colours. It is
supplied as very generous 65g bars and, with a
competitive wholesale prices it offers wholesalers
and retailers better margins compared with other
polymer clays.

Calling Corporate
Event Organisers

Have you considered model-making as an
integral part of your event’s activities?
Newplast in particular is an ideal medium for
inspiring creativity, whether your event is a
team-building exercise, a promotion for
marketing your products and services to
potential customers or a competition for
existing clients, brokers, distributors, etc.
Newclay
Products
can
manufacture
Newplast in corporate colours and a very
wide range of sizes and shapes designed to
meet your specific needs perfectly. Multicoloured pieces of Newplast, like the Bright
bar above, are a speciality: we can also
make up flat-packs and sets containing the
colours needed to make specific characters
or objects. Please contact us to discuss
your requirements - past clients include
events arranged for Aviva and Google - you
will be in good company.

Newclay Products Acquires

mohdoh

®

Newclay Products is delighted to announce acquisition of the award-winning mohdoh®
range of products. Using aromatherapy, colour therapy and play therapy, the nine
products in the range are designed to help improve health and wellbeing.
Breathe provides comfort from coughs and colds
Calm relaxes body and mind
Headeez is used for tense, nervous headache
Quit assists with quitting smoking
Sleep aids restful sleep
Slim supports a weight loss programme
Think stimulates and improves concentration
Travel relieves travel anxiety and nausea
Unwind gently calms and relieves worry

The children’s range of six products
is EN71 compliant and safe for use
by children from age 3. All the
products are non-toxic. MohDoh
has not been tested on animals.
The essential oils used are all
Ecocert certified and supplied by
aromatherapy expert Penny Price.

www.mohdoh.co.uk

Aardman Animations are bringing back Morph! Models of this iconic character from
the history of stop-motion animation are made from our very own Newplast - the
material of choice for the most famous animators in the world. We expect Morph to
reach our screens in the summer and we can’t wait to see our product in action - again.
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